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About This Content

Donner Pass: Southern Pacific puts you to the test on this world-famous railroad where engineers deal with steep grades, tight
curves and seriously heavy trains as part of a day’s work. With more than 140 miles of track between Roseville and Reno and

the dramatic Sierra Nevada landscape of the Donner Pass itself, there are hours of pleasure to be had driving through this
incredible part of North America.

The first railroad through the Sierra Nevada mountains was opened by the Central Pacific Railroad way back in the 1860s, the
culmination of a significant engineering challenge with a combination of tunnel-building and tough weather high in the

mountains causing numerous problems for the Chief Engineer and his team. The line has changed ownership over the years, and
different operators have chopped and changed the track layout and tunnel system in the Donner Pass region in order to keep

maintenance costs manageable whilst keeping the railroad operational throughout the seasons.

Donner Pass: Southern Pacific puts you at the controls of Southern Pacific diesels in the early-1990s, taking trains between
Roseville, California and Reno, Nevada through the foothills of the Sierra Nevada and high up through the incredible 7,000-foot

Donner Pass. The trains are heavy, the railroad is tough and the scenery is awesome. So, start the motor, you have some real
challenges ahead...

Includes:

140+ mile railroad line between Roseville Yard, California and Reno, Nevada including the world-famous Donner Pass.

12 scenarios
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5 diesel locomotives in early 1990s-era Southern Pacific livery:

SW1500 Diesel Switcher

GP9 Diesel Locomotive

SD40-2 Diesel Locomotive

SD40T-2 Diesel Locomotive ('Tunnel Motor')

C44-9W Diesel Locomotive
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Pretty basic platformer. Should be only available on mobile gaming.. Chef is in Early Access but it is very entertaining. It is a
game with lofty goals, to be sure, with quite a few proported updates on the way including more content; but even as it stands
right now it would be worth what I paid for it. The recipe editor is very inventive and a lot of fun to work with and, while the
customization options for your restaurant are limited at the beginning; it is very satisfying to create the atmosphere for your
location.

If you choose to purchase; I heavily recommend also joining the Discord; it is the most effective method of keeping up to date
with what they're doing and you can report bugs to them directly (which, to my surprise, are almost always solved within a day
or two).

I don't know how to melt chocolate in real life, that's how little I cook, and I loved this cooking-based game.. not my type of
game. I enjoyed this game ran very smooth with all settings on high. Still early access but showing signs of being a really good
game.. Fantastic pack as always from Victory Works! The BR lined livery\u2019s have always been my favourite and I\u2019m
sure a lot of people will agree by saying that this livery Pack is a very welcome addition to Train Simulator.. My first interactive
novel, I decided to just buy this since it is dirt cheap and I was bored.

My money was well spent, it definitely made me feel like I was on a pirate adventure.

My only complaint is that there is not any♥♥♥♥♥♥options. I mean I am the Butt Pirate, I need the option for me
to♥♥♥♥♥♥my victims.

Also, for those wondering about the novel based on the trailer, this isn't a SJW novel that has heavy themes on gender and
sexuality. Even though about half of the trailer advertises these features, it really amounts to less than 5 choices in the game.
There just tiny options that don't really affect much about the game, they are not shuffed in your face like how I thought they
would be.. whos a good boy?

a friggin neon purple dog
with a devastating pounce attack
steadily ignorin tha haterz
maneuvering 'round
hangry gangs of fools & unenlightened sheeple
on a quest
to find the plug
in the aftermath of
humanity's cringiest moment

thats who!
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I picked this game up on a whim some time ago. Zombie Exodus is a very well written choose-your-own-adventure story that
grips you and keeps you within minutes of starting. All of the events are well described, the characters are unique and have their
own stories.

Everything is so well described, it paints such a vivid picture in your mind of what's going on and what you're seeing. The story
is so good and the events are so memorable, that even many months later I can still remember the events that occured and the
choices I made from start to finish.

I would absolutely recommend this game.. Easy to play and fun.. Really fun game but i would like to have short cuts like R for
Restart.

I recomend you buying this game! its hard but not to hard.. I don't like to bash small dev team games, but this is not a good
experience. The developer is obviously interested in modeling because the island is impressive in that regard, but the gameplay
is severely lacking. it feels more like flying through an empty multiplayer map in dev mode than actually playing a game. there
didn't seem to be any sound aside from a couple of music tracks. The game is basically an unfinished benchmark program. Only
play if the graphics alone are of great interest to you. the translation issues are the least of problems here.. If you like pillow
forts and funny cats there's a good chance you will like this game. Just be sure you're okay with it being silly instead of a serious
engineering simulation.

The Good:

 It is more cerebral than it might appear. Most items do something other than take a beating, and you need to think about
how the fort will collapse over time to cause it to intercept enemies effectively.
The Bad:

 The physics engine is non-deterministic. The same exact fort (the game restores your build if it crumbles) may
fail one time, and succeed another, depending on your luck. This is the only thing keeping the game from being
played more seriously.

 The \u2018active defenses\u2019 (like the toaster that fires toast at random intervals in random arcs) are too
slow, unpredictable, and costly to be of much use. That's a pity, because several are fun to play with.

 The tightly timed last level is more frustrating than fun. The clunky controls are normally fine, but really make
this level hard to beat.

 I felt a bit sorry for the stolen animals and robot cats in the end. Grandpa doesn't seem so nice.. I'm
recommending this game purely because I love the idea of an interactive musical experience and want to support
new and interesting games on VR. I'd love to see more artistic, visual and musical games. That being said, it is a
bit nausea inducing because you're floating quickly through the air without being able to control your movement.
It's kind of like a floating roller coaster ride. If you could be standing on something in-game, even like a magic
carpet ride, I think that might help. In any case, I like the idea and hope the artist makes updates to it, for
example by splitting up the scenes so you can watch them individually.. Well this one is impressive, a really good
castle defense game that feels very much like the wc3 custom scenarios back in the day. I didnt have any
expectations and it truly shocked me the depth and just time warp it puts you in. Very fun, look forward to giving
multiplayer a try, will update my review when I do.

All that said, the negative review is correct about resolution.... if you dont want to play in a window, the game
does look a little rough. I tend to play in windowed for most games just to make alt tabbing easier so it wasnt an
issue to me but I could see how it could be to others.

Great defense game overall, and certainly worth its low asking price.. Sadly whilst I usually like these type of
games I cannot recommend this.

It was an interesting idea with some promise.
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Unfortunately the project appears to be abandoned and the game is in a very early\/incomplete state so there is
not enough to keep you playing for very long at all.
Dev was last seen in Summer 2016 promising updates "soon" but nothing heard since.
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